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What do we mean by “analytics”
Analytics may be defined broadly and narrowly and we 
all, of course, engage in analytic thinking
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• “the method of logical analysis” –Merriam-Webster

• “the discovery and communication of meaningful 
patterns in data” –Wikipedia

• “the systematic computational analysis of data or 
statistics” –Oxford English Dictionary



Why do marketing analytics?

To maximize 
customer insights, 
market demand, 
operational efficiency, 
and return on 
investment
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Analytics is a catalyst for growth

A key component in achieving effective 
“multimoment” or “closed loop” marketing
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It helps connect strategy and tactics 

From Digital First to Brand marketing, analytics help 
drive effectiveness and excellence
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Analytics is, as analytics does
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There is a continuum of business applications, and skillsets required 
depending on the volume of data and sophistication of business challenges 

“Where are my customers 
dropping off?”

“How can I improve 
profitability?”

“How can I improve my 
recommendation engine?”



There are many useful applications

Practical analytics are goal-focused and actionable
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Some uses more immediate than others

The complexity of todays marketing campaigns make solid 
measurement, analysis, and insights indispensable
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Analytics is collaborative

Analytics helps solve real challenges through collaboration 
with strategy, planning, and operations
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And capitalizes on all that data

The foundation is data with capabilities built thereon
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Descriptive

Predictive

Proscriptive



Analytics are available to every business

A cross-channel “analytics stack” can be custom-built using a 
variety of secure open-source, proprietary, and licensed tools
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Planning & delivery make it work

Analytics is an investment and analytic planning 
maximizes value and prevents common missteps
• Lack of clarity around use cases or having few use cases developed
• Not monetizing or otherwise sufficiently demonstrating value from 

analytics
• Data strategy and design not aligned with analytics use cases
• Isolating analytics organizationally, distancing from decision makers
• Misunderstanding of analytic roles / poor job definitions, skill 

misalignments and gaps
• Misunderstanding of what advanced analytics is vis a vis traditional 

marketing analytics and reporting
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Modified from: McKinsey & Company, “Ten red flags your analytics program will fail,” McKinsey Analytics, May 2018 



Have a big vision, fit the pieces together
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A unified performance measurement and modeling 
approach is achievable with planning and time



Next steps on your analytic journey

• Identify key analytic needs based on marketing 
challenges/roadblocks/headwinds

• Develop an analytics and insights roadmap based on current 
work performed, data available, and gaps in insights produced

• Form a working group or executive steering committee to 
support analytics and guide their operational application
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Thank you!

Dan Shea
danshea@DanalyticsServices.com
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